ON TAP @ SHAKOPEE BREWHALL
NUTTY MAD – BROWN ALE

ChAZM – New England IPA

ABV: 5.4% IBU: 23

ABV:7.69% IBU: 46

Boasting aromas of light roast coffee and milk chocolate, with
similar flavors on the palate along with just a hint of toffee. This
beer finishes with a bit of a lingering bitterness.

Taking a leap across the ChAZM, the Brewhall has built up its first juicy
IPA. Using Citra, Azacca, Zythos and Mosaic hops, this pour is sure to
provide a flavorful citrus taste and aroma!

HOLMES LANDING - SAISON
ABV: 7.2% IBU: 24
Powerful notes of banana and undertones of orange and
lemon greet you. A flavorful offering that finishes dry on the
palate. This beer will surprise you how easy it is to enjoy.

MR. BRIGHTSIDE – PALE ALE
ABV: 5.3% IBU: 43
Coming out of our cage and we are doing just fine! With our
first pale ale expect a bright, crisp and citrus flavored pale.
Great for any season or occasion - enjoy!

FOUNDRY – RED ALE
ABV: 4.9% IBU: 39
Take a step back looking at the bricks in the Brewhall that
came from Shakopee’s original foundry. Enjoy a fresh
aroma with a slight spice on the pallet. This unique rye red
is sure founder some conversation.

DRY RIVER – BRUT IPA
ABV: 6.5% IBU: 64
Combined with a rush of fruit aroma and flavor, but with a
dry finish, this is sure to quench a thirst. With Brut IPAs
being new, share your reaction with a friend, new
acquaintance and your Brewhall server!

SHAKOPEE LIGHT - LAGER
ABV: 4.0% IBU: 21
With aromas of Pilsner malt that are complimented by floral
and biscuit tones. Creamy and mild, this beer tastes slightly
malty with a medium to low carbonation.

TALK WITH YOUR FRIENDLY SERVER ABOUT:
- NITRO TAP
- RADLER – KOMBUCHA W/ A LAGER
- CASK RELEASES – SATURDAY @ 4PM
- INFUSION BEER

NONALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES:
- KOMBUCHA
- CRAFT SODA
- WATER

DE-CALF - PORTER
ABV:5.6% IBU: 32
This smooth milk porter is sure to bring nice chocolate flavor with
a soft feel on the palette. Try it with a shot of espresso - for a
customer favorite - "Calfinated"!

CALFINATED - PORTER
ABV:5.6% IBU: 32
With a great mix of Guatemalan cold press coffee from DRIVEN
coffee roasters and milk (lactose), get ready for a smooth and
enjoyable ride!

MAGIC FEATHER – PEANUT BUTTER PORTER
ABV:6.4% IBU: 21
Elephants like peanuts, feathers help elephants fly! The aroma
and flavors are heavy with peanut butter and chocolate come
and enjoy a magical ride! Warning – Does contain peanuts.

HIGHWAY 101 - IPA
ABV:6.8% IBU: 65
Whether you are on the 101 along the Pacific Ocean or the 101 in
Shakopee - this West Coast IPA will have you envisioning the
tropics as this beer has been hit hard with a citrus hop blend.

CINCO DE SHAKO - LAGER
ABV:5.3% IBU: 11
Imagine time with friends at the beach or porch and a crushable
beer at your side. This cerveza is smooth, crisp and clear - like
the days ahead!

BREWHALL BEER FOR HOME?
- GROWLER FILLS ($12-17)
- CROWLERS ($8-10)
PICK ONE UP AND SHARE WITH FRIENDS AND
FAMILY!
SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES @SHAKOPEEBREWHALL

